Abstract-For Identity-based proxy signature, when the original signer cannot sign for some reason，he delegate his signing capabilities to a person with an identity, in order to expand the scope of the proxy signer, an entity with a series of attribute properties can perform the right of signature. A new practical attribute-base proxy signature is devised and its security is proved equal to discrete logarithm problem and decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem through using the methodology of reductionist security argument. The scheme possesses some security of strong unforgeability, strong identifiability, strong undeniability, verifiability, distinguishability, anti-collusion attack and avoids the misuse.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of attribute-based encryption (ABE) was introduced by Sahai and Waters [1] ,and In an ABE system, the identity of a user is not a single string but a set of descriptive attributes. Because of its flexible mechanism, the attribute-based encryption was paid much more attention by scholars both at home and abroad. Subsequently, many attribute-based encryption schemes [2] [3] [4] were put forward. Goyal et al [2] presented a scheme for fine grained access control of encrypted data that each private key represents a formula describing which sets of attributes must appear on the ciphertext in order for this user to decrypt. The advantage of Attribute-based encryption is that a variety of cryptographic operation and dialogue can be easily done with the partial attributes of a user instead of a precise identity of the user. Attributebased signature (ABS) is developed from the concept of fuzzy identity-based signature [5] and a lot of ABS schemes [6] [7] [8] are proposed without detailed proven process.
The concept of proxy signature was introduced by Mambo, Usuda and Okamoto [9] . In a proxy signature scheme, an original signer delegates his signing right to a proxy signer in such a way that the proxy signer can sign messages on behalf of the original signer, while the verifier can verify and distinguish a proxy signature from an original signature. At present, there is little research on attribute-based proxy signature. In paper [10] , the author simply extended his attribute-based signature to the proxy signature, thus he made a try about the attribute-based proxy signature. But there are a lot of problems existing, for example, the scheme couldn't meet the strong nonrepudiation and strong recognition about proxy signature.
In this paper, we mainly studied attribute-based proxy signature, and present a new practical scheme in which the original signer delegates his signing right to a proxy signer with a set of properties, and prove it to be secure with distinguishablity, verifiability, strongly unforgeablity, strong identifiablity and strong non-repudiation, abuse resistance and resistance to the collusion attack.
II. ORGANIZATION
We organize the rest of the paper as follows. In the next Section, we describe some preliminaries such as bilinear pairings, computational Diffie-Hellman problem, and Lagrange interpolation. In Section 4, we formally give our security definition including syntax of attribute-based proxy signature. In Section 5, we give the construction of our attribute-based proxy signature scheme in the random oracle model .The following is the correctness and the security analysis in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7. Finally, give the acknowledgements. 
C. Lagrange Interpolation
Let () fx be a n degree polynomial, given
, we can uniquely determine the n degree polynomial ()
We define the Lagrange coefficient ,
where S is a set composed of any
In a word, we couldn't get any information about the polynomial () fx in a threshold signature system if there are less than
IV. SYNTAX OF ATTRIBUTE-BASED PROXY SIGNATURE
Before you begin to format your paper, first write and save the content as a separate text file. Keep your text and graphic files separate until after the text has been formatted and styled. Do not use hard tabs, and limit use of hard returns to only one return at the end of a paragraph. Do not add any kind of pagination anywhere in the paper. Do not number text heads-the template will do that for you.
Finally, complete content and organizational editing before formatting. Please take note of the following items when proofreading spelling and grammar: An attribute-based proxy signature scheme is similar to an ordinary proxy signature scheme, which includes several algorithms as follow: the setup algorithm, private key extraction algorithm ,the standard signing algorithm, the standard verification algorithm, proxy private key extraction algorithm, proxy signing algorithm, proxy signing verification algorithm, and also includes three parties: the original signer A and the proxy signer B and signing verification V .
Setup: The setup algorithm is a probabilistic algorithm. It takes as input 1 l where l is security parameter and publishes system parameters.
Extract: On inputs system parameters and security parameter, the private key extraction algorithm outputs the user's secret key and public key. 
V. ATTRIBUTE-BASED PROXY SIGNATURE
In this paper, the structure of the standard signing algorithm is inspired by the paper [11] and the identitybased proxy signature proposed in paper [12] .The original signer delegates his private key to a proxy signer B with some special attributes to sign some messages on behalf of the original signer. If the proxy signer B can meet published access structure  with the attributes set  ,then ( ) 1    . In following section, we give the description of our of proxy attribute-based signature. There are seven algorithms in this scheme . Proxy Private Key Algorithm: With the access structure  and the proxy signer attribute sets  ， the private key is acquired to perform the proxy signature. In the paper [2] , the access structure is viewed as Attribute tree structure. According to the attributes tree structure, from the root node and a top-down we construct a polynomial A and the proxy signer B execute the signature scheme in this paper, the user finally gained the legal proxy signature. Namely, the solution of the validation equation must be established.
Proof:
We need to explain that the node x of set B S in the validation equation is divided into leaf nodes and non-leaf nodes. First, we define the recursive algorithm ( , , )
Bi
VerNode S T x .Then we input the proxy signature  and systematical parameter MPK .Finally, we output one element in 1 G or reject the signature. First, considering the condition of ( ), i att x  where is a leaf node, we will get the following equation: 
It is showed that the scheme is correct with the establishment of above equation, that is the attributes set  of the proxy signer B can meet the declared access structure  of the original signer A , and the verifier V accepts the proxy signature of the proxy signers B .
B. Security
Theorem 2 The proposed attribute-based proxy signature scheme meets the six security requirement of proxy signature system: distinguishablity; verifiability; strong unforgeablity; strong non-repudition ; strong identifiablity; abuse resistance. 
1)Distinguishablity: the original signer's public key

VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we propose a new attribute-based proxy signature scheme, and analysis to prove that the scheme meet the six security requirement of proxy signature scheme and resistance to the collusion attack .At the same time, the efficiency of the proxy signature algorithm is higher, signature, because that the signing process only involves exponentiation, addition and multiplication of the group. At present, most of the proxy signatures are lack of strict security formalization, and the research about attribute-based proxy signature scheme is very few, so in the next work we will focus on the security proof and the efficiency of verification by improving validation algorithm, and try the attribute-based proxy signature scheme in electronic commerce.
